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The main and hugest 

source for open 

geographic data.

Planet OSM



Use the data!



wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/OSM_on_Paper

Printed maps
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umap.openstreetmap.de

Online maps



qgis.org

QGIS
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Humanitarian

OpenStreetMap

Team

www.hotosm.org

lists.openstreetmap.org/listinfo/hot

www.cartong.org

Les Libres G
éographes
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tasks.hotosm.org

Tasking Manager

Coordination for 

groups of mappers.
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https://twitter.com/msf_de/status/1121375852015575041
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Data, data, data

一Three types

Points (Nodes), Lines (Ways), Relations

一Classification with tags

Key-Value-Paar

一Volatile data structure defined

continuously by the community

Documentation and exchange in the OSM wiki

Focus on local communities and particularities



Three aspects of Openness

一Open Data

Artifact

一Data literacy

Knowledge

一Free Software

Tool

From: Open Knowledge Foundation
(Saadya Windhauer) 
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openaerialmap.org

Open Aerial Map

Collection of open 

aerial images.
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Daten export

overpass-turbo.eu

Query API for geodata



export.hotosm.org

Export Tool

User interface to 

select focus on data 

and export it in usable 

layers.





inasafe.org

InaSAFE

Simulations of risk 

scenarios



osm-analytics.org

OSM Analytics

Analysis of changes and  

gap estimations based 

on deep learning.



wiki.openstreetmpa.org

OSM Ecosystem

一Uncountable applications and libraries around geographic 

information and digital maps.

一Some more oriented to tie into OpenStreetMap others for 

all kind of Geographic Information Systems.



一Support mapping!

tasks.hotosm.org

一Learn how to map

www.learnosm.org

wiki.openstreetmap.org

一Mailing list

lists.openstreetmap.org/listinfo/hot

Interessiert?

一Write me

felix@delattre.de

Open  geodata for humanitarian actions by Felix Delattre is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unported License.
http://www.felix.delattre.de

http://www.felix.delattre.de/
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Open Data Kit

Mobile data surveys 

(with or without OSM)
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Focus on digital maps
And particularly the places in the world where there is no map



● There are still remaining surprisingly many places on this planes without a 
map.

● What does this mean?
● You can’t just look up, how to come from one place to another,
● Doctor, hospital
● Access to jobs
● Leisure

● Plan in case of a disaster. An emergency hit the place, and there is no map 
how to get evacuated or where to find the next water supply.



What if one could change that?

Go online, and add the information. 

The parts that matter to each and everyone:
● The neighbourhood, the streets around the home
● Important points

● infrastructure like public transport
● power lines
● waste dumps
● areas of floodings



Managua, Nicaragua
One of the wonderful things we can do with maps is tell stories and travel in our 
imagination.

First, I want to invite you to come with me and to Nicaragua. This is not an example 
of a strict humanitarian use of geodata, but it is for local progress and there are more 
aspects to which I will come back later.

And I used to live quite some years in this beautiful country, and this is also a way to 
share with you a little bit more about myself.

Nicaragua is also a place where there a many maps missing. Over the years we have 
build a living initiative around OpenStreetMap there.



Managua, Nicaragua
For example was there no public transportation map of the capital with 2 million 
inhabitants

A World Bank study estimates that 35% of the world’s largest cities and even 92% 
when considering only the largest cities in low and middle-income countries do not 
have complete transit maps for planning or passenger information. 

Implications:

● People know only a few routes
● Mobility in the city is a huge problem and big cities will continue to grow.
● A blocker for the working population and general progress in the town.



Managua, Nicaragua
We wanted to change this!

With paper, GPS devices and smartphones, we started collecting the data of the bur 
routes

We organized open workshops and over 200 interested people participated in the 
creation of this map.



Managua, Nicaragua
Together we created the first map of public transport in the city and even the whole 
region of Central America.

We printed it and gave it to the people. And we made the information available online 
and in smartphone app.



Ok, ok., but what if not only one, but the whole world would change it together?

Over one million in the world, already.



openstreetmap.org
Exactly this is OpenStreetMap!

● A global initiative based on collaboration
● To create a free and open world map online
● The maps belong to everybody and can be edited by anybody.
● It’s data are for every and for everybody available.\



+ =

It is not the perfect comparison. But probably the closest:

OpenStreetMap is kind of the Wikipedia for maps.

Especially because of the low entry level.



As you can click on edit on Wikipedia to create or complement an article.

People can click “edit” on OpenStreetMap...



And the website flips, and turns into an editor

Where points can be put on the map, streets can bedrawn and buildings located or 
just improved the existing data.

This is super simple and everybody can do.



The main and hugest 

source for open 

geographic data.

Planet OSM

Many people see only the website, with limited functionalities.

But actually OSM is the biggest source for downloadable and useable geographic 
information.

The whole planes is around 80 gigs (compressed), or around 1 TB (uncompressed).



Use the data!

● The data can be used either as a base map (with your style)
● They can be used in an application
● The can be used in different media, print, mobile phone, special devices



 

wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/OSM_on_Paper

Printed maps

Photos:HOT



 

umap.openstreetmap.de

Online maps



 

qgis.org

QGIS



Port-au-Prince, Haiti

● It began 2010 after a strong earthquake hit Haiti.
● In this poorest countriy at this moment there was no suitable map, to be used 

by the humanitarian organizations on the ground.
● Moved by the need to support, a few hundred people started using OSM to 

generate this data.
● Using a satellite imagery quickly they were able to produce a somehow 

usable map.



Port-au-Prince, Haiti

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oNZ_ZBCTRqc 

This video show the evolution of the map.
As you can oberserve in only a few days large parts of the capital and within less 
than two weeks almost the whole country got a map.



Port-au-Prince, Haiti

The famous before-and-after pictures showedprogress in only 28 days.

From a few lines to a quite usable map.



Port-au-Prince, Haiti

Photo:HOT
● This data is available (almost) immediately and can be used without 

restrictions.
● They can be easily converted and used in all kind of devices.
● And support the people helping on the ground.
● To orient themselves and the international aid.
● In this particular case where to find water distribution points.



Humanitarian

OpenStreetMap

Team

www.hotosm.org

lists.openstreetmap.org/listinfo/hot

www.cartong.org

Les Libres G
éographes



Photo:HOT
● We needed to coordinate better. And created more and more convenient tools 

for remote mapping and (larger) groups. 
● We also train organizations, schools and companies to conduct so called 

mapathons.
● Where people meet physically, to learn and map.



West Africa
● Let’s go to West Africa and look how this usually works.
● You probably remember the horrible Ebola crisis some years ago.
● International humanitarian organizations asked us for data – again which 

wasn’t really largely existent in this part of the world.



West Africa
Photo:Red Cross

● To successfully combat Ebola it is required to to have information on the 
house level.

● So it can be marked and respective means can be taken
● Disinfection teams go and clean the place and sourroundings.



tasks.hotosm.org

Tasking Manager

Coordination for 

groups of mappers.

● I want to give you an idea how this concretely works.
● A certain region is defined as a proect and it will be split into tasks.
● The tasks can be locked, meaning that one person is working on a small area 

and other should take another, in order to avoid editing conflicts.
● Works online.



West Africa
● Usually, it starts with a satellite imagery.
● Which is usually provided by generous donours.
● (some times easier after a disaster)



West Africa

Using the imagery people can draw in the oberservable.

Like here in this case for Ebola the streets and houses of several countries in West 
Africa
(Sierra Leone here, Liberia and Guinea)

This is the result of remote mapping.



West Africa
This data are available as vector data and can be used in all kind of programms like 
Geographic Information Systems.

This opens many opportunities on what to do with this data. In the crisis, afterwards 
and before the next.



West Africa
● Gueckedou in Guinea was one of the critical epidemic centers in March 2014
● The city with 200,000 inhabitants was targeted by this destiny.
● Suddenly the data was urgently needed and 244 mappers made a difference 

in 5 days.



Photos:HOT

● Throughout the one whole year around 2000 vlunteers mapped for the Ebola 
cirisis.

● And created the probably best map of west africa (Sierra Leone, Guinea and 
Libera) that every existed. 

● Our partner organizations were able to integrate data now into their workflow 
and the information was immediately used for the actions on the ground.



● Many international and humanitarian organizations, and also governments, 
like Indonesia, discovered the benefit for their work by using OSM and rely on 
it heavily.

● These are really just a few of them, the non-profit HOT is collaborating with.



This map doesn’t show energy consumption but where we have a higher density on 
OSM data.

Specifically the whole are around India, China. There live 3 billion people, but it 
doesn’t look like that



www.missingmaps.org

And often times the is a correlation that the most vulnerable places on earth are the 
ones that prospect less economic interest, and there are not maps.

Because of this reason we teamed up with the humanitarian world and created 
Missing Mapps, to put the people who most need it on the map.



Mapathons● From the comfort of the armchair people from all over the world can 
contribute.

● Or find each other in mapathons.
● Like this mapathon in Vienna by MSF



Mapathons
Of course, mapathons are done everywhere in the world. Here in Nicaragua.



Mapathons
Photo:HOT

Even in the white house (not this president).

I think this is particularly interesting, because participation in OSM is always 
connected to learning. And I see here some people doing great progress.



https://twitter.com/msf_de/status/1121375852015575041



Local knowledge and expertise
Photo:HOT

It is nice that remote mapping is possible. But it is not the suitable form of mapping.
Obviously from satellite imagery many things can not be observed (street names, 
type of store or purpose of a building, etc.)

Every place is different and OSM embraces these differences and this needs people 
who care about the map, who care about the data and care about the software.

When we talk about a map - This can only be the people that live in a certain place. 
The local experts. These are the knowledgeable persons.



Local knowledge and expertise

Knowldege versus information versus data.

People creating the map, defining the data structure and how to map, is going 
through a valuable knowledge creation process.

They become part of the system, and don’t just consume it.



 

Data, data, data

一Three types

Points (Nodes), Lines (Ways), Relations

一Classification with tags

Key-Value-Paar

一Volatile data structure defined

continuously by the community

Documentation and exchange in the OSM wiki

Focus on local communities and particularities

Highly participatory aspects.

It is not just about collecting the data, but to form how the data structure evolves.

Local approaches: certain complexity – not all data sets are necessarily comparable.

No real last instance for definition (no benevolent dictator, no real process on 
definition) – BUT we have a POLICE (DWG) and many responsible eyes, and some 
bots that detect weird things.



 

Three aspects of Openness

一Open Data

Artifact

一Data literacy

Knowledge

一Free Software

Tool

From: Open Knowledge Foundation
(Saadya Windhauer) 

Two particularities about OSM:

- Low entry barrier for a full Open contribution cycle
- Tackling all three pillars of Openness in an equal amount. (most other projects tend 
to address some more than others)

- level of collaboration: from craft mappers, to all silicon valley (minus the big G), 
development agencies, UN and humanitarian organizations like our partners.

- All had to (and had the opportunity to) learn about each of the three aspects.



Dar es Salaam, Tanzania
Photo:HOT

Let’s look at some more examples and tools:

A lot of humanitarian actions can be done before a catastrophe happens.

In the city there have been regular floodings and dirty water issues, that have been 
identified to cause sicknesses for the population.

For them it is essential to guide the water out of their neighbourhoods.



 

openaerialmap.org

Open Aerial Map

Collection of open 

aerial images.

In Dar es Salaam we worked with drone imagery and used the therefore developed 
tool - Open Aerial Map (and Open Drone Map).

This allows to host and easily use layers obtained from (private or not) airborne 
imagery



 

Dar es Salaam, Tanzania
Photo:HOT

We trained 160 university students and they created the best map of the city that 
ever existed.

The more we were exciting when these people formalized themselves in an 
association - Dar Ramani Huria. This is standing on its own and started supporting 
their neighbourcountry Mozambique.



 

Dar es Salaam, Tanzania
Foto:HOT

● This kind of maps have an effect on decision takers and local politicians in a 
constructive way to implement the needed changes.

● For example the created maps analyses the water situation and propose 
concrete solutions.

● This is another aspect of local importance, it needs local people to enrich the 
data and use the maps to do the changes.

● Now authorities in Dar es Salaam are using the maps to improve live for the 
population in the city and avoid more and more humanitarian incidents.



Daten export

overpass-turbo.eu

Query API for geodata



export.hotosm.org

Export Tool

User interface to 

select focus on data 

and export it in usable 

layers.

Diese Daten, sobald sie aufgenommen sind, können für Humanitäre Hilfe eingesetzt 
werden.

HOT entwickelte spezielle Werkzeuge, die schnell und flexibel die Daten exportieren 
lassen, sodass unsere Partner diese für ihre wichtige Arbeit sofort einsetzen können.



 

Now, three last examples on things that can be done:

We see doctors (MSF) that used OSM data on buildings 
to estimate population and coordinate vaccinations.

Thanks to the map, they can calculate how many people 
are expected to live in certain areas and take adequate 
amount of vaccination there.



 

inasafe.org

InaSAFE

Simulations of risk 

scenarios

Tsunami in the Philippines.
Risk scenario simulation. 
Preventive measures before a disaster strikes.



 

osm-analytics.org

OSM Analytics

Analysis of changes and  

gap estimations based 

on deep learning.



 

wiki.openstreetmpa.org

OSM Ecosystem

一Uncountable applications and libraries around geographic 

information and digital maps.

一Some more oriented to tie into OpenStreetMap others for 

all kind of Geographic Information Systems.



一Support mapping!

tasks.hotosm.org

一Learn how to map

www.learnosm.org

wiki.openstreetmap.org

一Mailing list

lists.openstreetmap.org/listinfo/hot

Interessiert?

一Write me

felix@delattre.de

Open  geodata for humanitarian actions by Felix Delattre is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unported License.
http://www.felix.delattre.de



 



 

opendatakit.org
openmapkit.org

Open Data Kit

Mobile data surveys 

(with or without OSM)

Photo: Carl Hartung
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